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Abstract
In this note we establish some properties of matrices that we haven’t been
able to find in the literature.
Let I represent the n× n–identity matrix and let P = (plm) represent an n× n row
substochastic matrix of spectral radius less than unity. The next two assertions seem
to concern new properties of substochastic matrices, cf., Bellman [1], Gantmacher
[2] and Lancaster [3].
Theorem 1. The diagonal elements of (I − P T )−1 are maximal elements of their
respective rows.
Proof. Let P be of size n × n . Let C = (cml) be defined by C = (I − P
T )−1 . We
have that
cml =
1
det (I − P T )
(−1)m+lMlm ,
where Mlm represents the (l,m)–minor of I − P
T . We note that det (I − P T ) > 0 .
Indeed, det I = 1 and det (I − λP T ) 6= 0 for λ ∈ [0, 1] by P being of spectral ra-
dius less than one. By continuity, det (I − P T ) > 0 . Thus, one needs to prove
that (−1)m+lMlm ≤ Mmm . Suppose that l = m + 1 . Then one needs that
Mmm + Mm+1,m ≥ 0 . By the determinant being multilinear, Mmm + Mm+1,m
is the determinant of matrix I˜ − P˜ , where I˜ is the identity (n− 1)× (n− 1)–matrix
and P˜ is the (n− 1)× (n− 1)–matrix that is obtained from P T by adding up rows
m and m + 1 and deleting the mth column. As P T is column substochastic, P˜
is column substochastic as well. Hence, it’s of spectral radius less than or equal
to one. It follows that det (I˜ − P˜ ) ≥ 0 , so, Mm+1,m +Mm,m ≥ 0 . Suppose that
l > m + 1 . By transposing adjacent rows and columns one can move row l of
I˜ − P˜ into the position of row m + 1 and move column l into the position of col-
umn m+ 1 , respectively, without disturbing the order in which the other rows and
1
columns are arranged. The matrix thus obtained is of the form I˜ − ˜˜P . For this ma-
trix, M˜m+1,m = (−1)
l−m−1Mlm , as the minor sign will flip only when the columns
are transposed. Also M˜mm = (−1)
2(l−m−1)Mmm . Since M˜mm ≥ (−1)M˜m+1,m , we
conclude that Mmm ≥ (−1)
l−m−2Mlm = (−1)
l+mMlm . The case where l < m is
dealt with similarly.
For square matrix B , let B(i|j) denote the matrix that is obtained from B by
deleting the ith row and the jth column. Let b·l represent the lth column of B with
the lth entry deleted and let bl· represent the lth row of B with lth entry deleted.
Let ei represent the ith element of the standard basis in R
n−1 and let for l 6= m
fml =
{
eTm , m < l ,
eTm−1 , m > l ,
Theorem 2. The following identites hold:
pm·
(
(I − P )(m|m)
)−1
p·m
1− pmm − pm·
(
(I − P )(m|m)
)−1
p·m
=
∑
k 6=m
pkmfmk
(
(I − P )(l|l)
)−1
p·k
1− pkk − pk·
(
(I − P )(l|l)
)−1
p·k
and
(1− pmm)flm((I − P )(m|m))
−1p·m
1− pmm − pm·((I − P )(m|m))−1p·m
=
plm
1− pll − pl·((I − P )(l|l))−1p·l
+
∑
k 6=l,
k 6=m
pkmflk((I − P )(k|k))
−1p·k
1− pkk − pk·((I − P )(k|k))−1p·k
The assertion of the theorem is a special case of the following result.
Theorem 3. Let B = (bij) be an n×n–matrix with nonzero principal minors. The
following identities hold:
bm·
(
B(m|m)
)−1
b·m
bmm − bm·
(
B(m|m)
)−1
b·m
=
∑
l 6=m
blmfml
(
B(l|l)
)−1
b·l
bll − bl·
(
B(l|l)
)−1
b·l
(1)
and
−
bmmflm(B(m|m))
−1b·m
bmm − bm·(B(m|m))−1b·m
= −
blm
bll − bl·(B(l|l))−1b·l
+
∑
k 6=l,
k 6=m
bkmflk(B(k|k))
−1b·k
bkk − bk·(B(k|k))−1b·k
.
(2)
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We precede the proof with two lemmas. Let adj be used to denote the adjoint
matrix and let Mij(l|l) denote the (i, j)–minor of the matrix B(l|l) .
Lemma 1. If l 6= m , then
fml adj(B(l|l))b·l = (−1)
m+l+1 det (B(l|m)) .
Proof. Suppose that l > m . We have that
eTm adj (B(l|l))b·l =
l−1∑
j=1
(−1)m+jMjm(l|l)bjl +
n∑
j=l+1
(−1)m+j−1Mj−1,m(l|l)bjl .
Since Mjm(l|l) = Mj,l−1(l|m) when j ≤ l−1 and Mj−1,m(l|l) = Mj−1,l−1(l|m) when
j ≥ l + 1 , we have that eTm adj (B(l|l))b·l = (−1)
m+l+1det (B(l|m)) .
Suppose that l < m . Similarly to the above,
eTm−1 adj (B(l|l))b·l =
l−1∑
j=1
(−1)m+j−1Mj,m−1(l|l)bjl+
n∑
j=l+1
(−1)m+jMj−1,m−1(l|l)bjl
=
l−1∑
j=1
(−1)m+j−1Mjl(l|m)bjl+
n∑
j=l+1
(−1)m+jMj−1,l(l|m)bjl = (−1)
m+l+1 det (B(l|m)) .
Lemma 2. For arbitrary l = 1, 2, . . . , n ,
bll det(B(l|l))− bl·adj(B(l|l))b·l = det (B) .
Proof. Since
bl· adj(B(l|l))b·l =
∑
j 6=l
bljfjl adj (B(l|l))b·l ,
an application of Lemma 1 yields
bl· adj(B(l|l))b·l =
∑
j 6=l
blj(−1)
j+l+1 det (B(l|j)) = −det (B) + bll det (B(l|l)) .
Proof of Theorem 3. Equation (1) holds if and only if
bm· adj (B(m|m))b·m
bmm det (B(m|m))− bm· adj (B(m|m))b·m
=
∑
l 6=m
blmfml adj (B(l|l))b·l
bll det (B(l|l))− bl· adj (B(l|l))b·l
.
(3)
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By Lemma 2, the denominators in (3) equal det(B) . One thus needs to prove that
bm· adj (B(m|m))b·m =
∑
l 6=m
blmfml adj (B(l|l))b·l .
By Lemma 1,∑
l 6=m
blmfml adj (B(l|l))b·l =
∑
l 6=m
blm(−1)
m+l+1 det(B(l|m)) = −det(B)+bmm det(B(m|m)) ,
which concludes the proof of (1) by Lemma 2.
Multiplying the numerators and denominators in (2) with the determinants of
the matrices being inverted and applying Lemma 2 obtain that (2) is equivalent to
the equation
− bmmflm adj (B(m|m))b·m = −blm det (B(l|l)) +
∑
k 6=l,
k 6=m
bkmflk adj (B(k|k))b·k . (4)
By Lemma 1,∑
k 6=l
bkmflk adj (B(k|k))b·k =
∑
k 6=l
bkm(−1)
k+l+1 det (B(k|l)) .
Since
∑n
k=1 bkm(−1)
k+l det (B(k|l)) = 0 because the lefthand side is the determinant
of the matrix that is obtained from the matrix B by replacing the lth column with
the mth column, ∑
k 6=l
bkmflkadj(B(k|k))b·k = blmdet(B(l|l)) .
Therefore,∑
k 6=l,
k 6=m
bkmflk adj (B(k|k))b·k = blm det (B(l|l))− bmmflm adj (B(m|m))b·m .
Equation (4) is proved.
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